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Please detail the recommended action to be
taken.

We propose  the state develop a task force to
review  and suggest actions to be taken to
improve  and develop  new video, written
content, conferences and lesson plans for
implementing  and using SAE's and the AET
record keeping system. This would allow for
students to be engaged with the SAE portion
of the three circle model as well as be able to
understand  and work through  SAE's and the
aet recordbook keeping program.

Why is this proposal of importance to the
Louisiana FFA Association?

In recent years we have improved  in many
categories  recognized by National FFA. One
of the areas we still struggle in is SAE's and
AET recordbook keeping.  With the
development  of this material to be disbursed
state wide that would allow for more people to
be able to understand and participate  in these
programs as well as spotlight  those programs
that are currently do these programs as ways
to encourage  further  participation  from all
FFA chapters  from across the state.

What effect, if any, will this proposal have on
student membership?

Students through  this proposal  will have
expanded opportunities  and awards that they
are eligible  for as well as see more purpose
behind  the agriculture  classroom and FFA
membership.
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What data can you offer to support your
recommendation?

We ask the state to give statistics  pertaining
to SAE's record keeping and proficiency
awards of how Louisiana ranks in those
categories  and what are some ideas or things
that other states do to ensure the expansion
of these programs.
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